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US equities and the crypto market
extend rally, as both markets' focus
has shifted. 

S&P500 has added over 7% in a
week, while Bitcoin is up nearly 15%
on the weekly timeframe. Due to the
candlestick closure printed
yesterday, traders are projecting a
short-term rally in the next few days. 

Both markets, positively correlated,
may be poised for a short-term
bounce over the next 1.5 weeks as
they have printed a bullish Engulfing
candle above a key demand zone. 

 

Chartspoised poised for a short-term bounce
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The Dow, S&P 500, and Nasdaq had their best
week since November 2020. The rally on those
three indexes combined with a positive market
sentiment has caused a surge as well in the crypto
market, which is printing outstanding weekly
results as well. 
The overall market rally came as traders drew
encouragement from the Fed, which announced its
first rate hike since 2018, signalling more to come.
The meeting sent a clear message that has traders'
peace of mind. The central bank is now fully
focused on fighting high inflation levels.

The expectations about the meeting were
impacting the market for a very long time, and now
the Fed’s action and economic outlook helped give
markets a better sense of what to expect going
forward. Powell also stated the economy is strong
enough to withstand higher interest rates, which
fuelled the bullish sentiment.   
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The Cryptocurrency Fear & Greed Index bounces back to 30 and it's now at "Fear". The daily indicator, which uses a numeric scale between 0 and
100 to measure the sentiment in the crypto market, has turned slightly positive over the weekend as the bullish sentiment is returning.

The index has been oscillating between Extreme Fear and Fear several times as dips have been happening constantly in the last few months.
When the market is turning bullish, the index usually slowly transitions into a state of greed (from orange to green, as it can be seen in the current
time). 
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Crypto Market Cap (TOTAL)

The crypto market is primed for a possible rally as TOTAL is now targeting the $2 Trillion valuation mark. The Crypto Market Cap (TOTAL) is
currently breaking out of its diagonal resistance which has kept the market bearish for about four months.

Traders are now positive that the digital asset market will hit fresh weekly highs as the weekly candle has printed an engulfing formation
above a key support zone. 
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Bitcoin Dominance (BTC.D) 

Bitcoin Dominance is currently behaving as projected in last week's technical analysis, with its weekly candle officially heading towards the 40% 
 support once again. The reversal structure is providing momentum to altcoins and making BTC lose some substantial ground.  At the time of this
analysis, BTC.D is at 42.2%. The BTC.D short-term outlook has turned bearish for the next few weeks, as traders are now shifting their focus back
to altcoins and DeFi.  
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Ethereum Dominance (ETH.D) 

The Ethereum Dominance chart keeps printing fresh highs, constantly breaking resistance levels in the weekly chart. As the TOTAL chart breaks
out and BTC Dominance trends lower, the dominance of ETH and the rest of the altcoins appear to be entering a bullish cycle that could last over
two weeks. Uncertainty and macro risks are almost off the map, which is manifesting as a softened short-term bearish trend.  If ETH.D closes
above 20%, the probability of an altcoin rally will increase with the next target being the 21% historical mark.
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Bitcoin (BTC)  

BTCUSD has finally recovered from February's lows as the price has broken above the $40K level. Traders turned bullish after welcoming the
Federal Reserve's steady approach to raising rates and commitment to stop the pace of inflation. 

At the time of this analysis, BTCUSD is confirming a bullish retest of the $41K support for the rally to continue. If the previous outlook is respected,
investors can expect a substantial ascent back to the $46K level. BTC bulls need to hold above the $44K-$42K to confirm a move higher.
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Ethereum (ETH)

As Ethereum price is highly correlated with BTC, we expect Ether to provide some gains in the next few days, supported by its ascending
dominance.

ETH has managed to gain over 20% in the last 7 days and keeps showing signs of heading higher. By pushing above the $2500 support, Ether has
set a new direction back to the $3500 resistance.  It is crucial for the current uptrend to hold the $3000 level, otherwise, the pair could create
another lower high. 
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